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i was a little nervous going into the climb. alex lowe
has always been an intimidating figure in the climbing
world. when he first did sunshine crack i was
convinced it was a grade harder than what it was
rated in the guidebook. i was wrong of course, but the
grade makes the climb sound more impressive then it
is. it was one of the most nervous feelings i've had on
a climb. i felt my heart race, my hands started to
shake, and i was convinced i was going to chicken out.
then i got to the first belay at the base of the route. i
was able to relax and look up and see the start of pitch
two. that's when i realized how easy it was. i was
surprised and at that point it was over. sunshine crack
is a great climb. i had the pleasure of climbing it in july
of '08. i had little to no experience on alpine cracks
and the first pitch of the climb scared the crap out of
me. i was nervous about any alpine climbing at the
time and this was a 5.10. just a few short pitches later
i was ready to move and i smiled like i'd been climbing
for years. at the top of pitch 2 i felt the need to
celebrate and started to laugh out loud at how insane
the climb was. the second to last pitch was the most
strenuous and i was exhausted. i'd had the best alpine
climb i'd ever done and i was still coming. then the sun
set and the light almost left the mountains. the sun set
and it was time to go. i've been climbing for 9 years
now, and this may be the hardest climb i've ever done.
the good news is it's the hardest climb i've ever done.
after that climb i feel i understand the alpine cracks. i
never felt like i was going to chicken out and i was
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very excited for the next climb.
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sunshine is currently rated 5.12a with one aid, two
bolts, and one rap anchor. the grade is obviously

subjective, and my personal opinion is that it could be
5.11b. i would agree with the current atkinson and

pich guidebook in saying it is one of the better climbs
in the bugaboos. the crux roof and roof crack are both

some of the best in the bugaboos. the finish is a
moderate step off of the previous roof and brings you
into the top-out. the start is straightforward, and the
climbing is typical bugaboo granite with good holds,
generous pockets, and some technical moves. alex

lowe, who first climbed the route in 1980, said that he
regarded it as a "classic high-end climb." steve house
climbed it for the first time in 1991, and he wrote in

rock and ice, "alex lowe's sunshine is a bouldery 5.11.
just like the names says, this is an intense climb. it is
another classic of bugaboo high-end climbing with an

overhanging roof, sharp crimps, long traverses and the
obvious aid line. i climbed it cleanly and it took me 45

minutes." the original route was named sunshine s,
and the second version sunshine t. both routes start
from the same small sloping ledge, and the second is

the most popular and most climbed. steve backus
climbed the route in 1991, which he said "was like

climbing the gnarly thing on top of the eiffel tower."
david stork climbed the route in 1993, and he said,
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"it's a fun climb with some really good moves. the crux
roof pitch is one of the hardest and most enjoyable

pitches i have climbed. the fun, technical roof is one of
my favorite pitches. i just wish there were more good

holds." 5ec8ef588b
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